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Children of Soweto 

This final chapter can be little more than a postscript. The principal concern of 
this book has been with the protest and resistance movements of the early 
apartheid period, a time when conditions for the rapid development of the 
South African economy were provided by increasingly stringent limits on the 
political and social aspirations of the black population . The movements we 
have been examining have been, characteristically, localised, fragmented and 
desperately' short of material resources. Only exceptionally did organised and 
spontaneous movements cohere into significant challenges to the state, and 
only rarely were these challenges sustained more than momentarily. 

The resistance of the 1970s provides a startling contrast in terms of scale 
and duration to the movements of the 1950s and early 1960s. This has reflected 
a fundamental crisis in South African society, in its origins both economic and 
political, a crisis which the authorities are apparently incapable of resolving 
through reform. The particular drama central to this book has seen its cast 
swollen by hundreds of thousands, and the intimate localised scenarios 
through which we have viewed _earlier acts are no longer appropriate. 
Resistance itself has become one of the components of this crisis. But the most 
this chapter can present is a synopsis. 

Before this , though, a tentative explanation for the relative tranquilicy 
of the 1960s is necessary. The most obvious cause of this was the suppression of 
the nationalist movements and the imprisonment, banning or exile of an entire 
generation of politicians and trade unionists. During the 1960s the police were 
granted unlimited powers of arrest and detention as well as increasingly lavish 
budgets. The police recruited an army ofinformers whose activities promoted 
a climate of fear and distrust, effectively paralysing any political initiative 
amongst Africans.• The decade also witnessed fresh restrictions on political 
discussion with the silencing of the radical press and the increasingly apolitical 
content of African commercial journalism. 2 

As well as legislation specifically intended to contain radical protest, 
other policies effectively served to curb any African political dissent. During 
the decade the government worked systematically to reverse the flow of 
African urbanisation and to restructure the industrial workforce into one 
composed principally of migrant labour . The process set in motion in the late 
1950s in the western Cape was now enacted on a national scale. Over a million 
labour tenants and farm squatters and 400 000 city dwellers were resettled in 
the Bantustans, the population of which increased by 70 per cent in the 1960s. 
In addition, 327 000 people were brought directly under the control of the 
Bantusran authorities as a result of townships being incorporated within the 
boundaries of the reserves neighbouring them. 3 Nearly two•thirds of the 
country's African townships actually declined in size. Movement between the 
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rellerves and the towns was further controlled after 1968 with the completion of 
the ruraJ labour bureaux system. As official regulation of people's lives became 
more and more severe so the prison population rose: by 1970 it was nearly twice 
what it had been in l 960 (outstripping an overall population growth of 25 per 
cent). 4 All these changes helped to break down existing networks of social 
solidarity and hamper the creation of new ones. They also contributed to the 
atmosphere of fear and insecurity which perpetuated political apathy. 

Finally, and less imponantly, the institutions of apartheid provided a 
limited degree of cooption. The administrative and political structures of the 
Bantustans helped to accommodate the career aspirations of a section of the 
African petty bourgeoisie. The expansion of segregated educational facilities 
and the African whire-collar employment generated by the 1960s may have 
helped to deflect well-educated Africans from political activism. Nevertheless, 
by 1968 there were signs of revolt amongst one of the groups placed to enjoy 
whatever modest benefits apartheid in its prosperity could offer Africans: the 
students of the new segregated universities. 

.... The role of African student disaffection and the political discourse 
arising from it in generating the conditions which gave birth to the uprisings of 
the mid- l 970s is a controversial issue and will be discussed later. There is no 
question, though, that as far as young urban middle class Africans were 
concerned, by 1976 the often inchoate philosophy of 'Black Consciousness' 
was the dominant intellectual influence in their political perceptions. 

The Black Consciousness movement was philosophic and introspective 
at first; only later did its leaders consciously attempts to popularise their ideas 
and evolve a political programme, and even then their activism was limited to 
initiating community development projects. Though drawing on the same 
intellectual tradition as the Africanists, they did not share the latter's 
·passionate concern with strategic and tactical questions. The Africanists were a 
pressure group within a polirical party whereas the Black Consciousness 
movement's influence cannot be adequately understood if analysis is Limited to 
its formal organisational expressions. The history of these is well documented5 

and a brief recapitula[ion will have to suffice here. 
In the post-Sharpeville era the avowedly liberal National Union of 

South African Studems (NUSAS) was one of the few remaining vehicles for 
multiracial political activity. Its following was concentrated in the four 
English-medium universities of Witwatersrand, Cape Town, Durban, and 
Rhodes(Grahamsrown), the first three of which accepred black students (a~rer 
1959 only with ministerial permission). The efforts of students' representauve 
councils at the African segregated universities of Turfloop, Ngoye and Fort 
Hare to affiliare to NUSAS was one of the main issues over which African 
students clashed with the universicx authoriries berween 1960 and 1967. 
Nevertheless, by 196 7, many black students were disenchanted with NUSAS's 
leadership. There were several reasons for this. First, white student leaders 
had become less politically outspoken and more concerned with the 
preservation of academic freedoms which most black students did not in any 
case enjoy. Secondly, the number of African students on the se~re~aced 
campuses had quadrupled since 1960; these now represented the roa1or1ty of 
African students and N USAS 's predominantly white leadership was unable to 
reflect their particular concerns. Even if they had been sensitive to the needs of 
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chis cor:istituency their_organisa~n was in any case prohibited from operating 
on African campuses m 1967. Finally, there were ideological stimuli which 
hel~ed to distance black students from whites, especially the American
denved Black Theology which predominated in the University Christian 
Movement, which from its inception in 1967 had gained a significant following 
on the segregated campuses. An incident in 1967 served to underline for black 
NUSAS members the futility of participation in white liberal institutions: at 
NUSAS's annual conference at Rhodes the univers.ity authorities insisted that 
African delegates should use segregated social facilities. During the following 
year, black students involved both in NUSAS and in the University Christian 
Movement began to discuss the establishment of an all-black movement. The 
South African Scudents' Organisation ( SASO) held its inaugural conference at · 
Turfloop in July 1969. 

From its foundation SASO perceived its purpose to be an agent in the 
process of 'conscientisation' within the black communities. Its leaders like 
their intellectual forerunners the Africanists, argued that the imm;diate 
problem in mobilising black resistance was psychological. Before one could 
consider the difficulties of organisation and strategy the inferiority complexes 
enge~dered by oppression and p~ternalism had to be overcome. Jettisoning 
~ny ,lin~s between bla~k l~adership groups and predominandy white liberal 
tnst1!uuons was_ ess_enttal if all traces of a dependency mentality were to be 
eradicated. White liberals lacked the appropriate motivation to identify fully 

\ with black political and social aspirations. More positively, blacks had to create 
\ a social identity to replace the concepts generated by white liberal notions of 
'~fricao integration into a western capitalist society. To this end blacks should. 
dra:N on_ indige~ous dUtural. traditions and critically scrutinise extemaily
der1ved 1deolog1cal systems. At a less abstract level, commercial cultural 
professional and welfare institutions should be established so as m i~stil black 
self-confidence as well as lessening the material reliance of blacks on 
white-controlled resources. In two important respects the SASO generation 
differed in its analysis from the Africanists. First, while attributing the same 
value to group assertion as a response to oppression by a homogenously 
conceived white community, they were nevenheless prepared to concede there 
were divisions within the black community; increasingly these were 
conceptualised in class terms. 6 Secondly, blacks were not defined as such 
ethnically: from the start the Black Conciousness movement involved Indians 
and coloureds as well as Africans. 

The organisational manifestations of this new intellectual movement 
were not very extensive: SASO's leaders, together with personalities drawn 
from several (rather conservative) African religious and educational bodies 
est~bli_she~ in 1972 a !3lack_People's Convention (BPC). The BPC's proclaimed 
ob1~cuves mclud_ed hberat1on from psychological and physical oppression and 
t~e 1mplement~t1on of 'Black Communalism' through economic cooperatives, 
ltt~acy campaigns, health projects, cultural activity and a general workers' 
Uiuon, the Black Allied Workers' Union (BAWU). Despite its41 branches the 
BPC did n_ot develop into a mass organisation, probably not exceeding the 
membership of SASO which claimed 4 000 subscribers to its newsletters. 

It is at chis point that the comparison between the Black Consciousness 
movement and its ideological precursors becomes misleading. The Africanists 



... had the immediate and narrow aim of alcering the programme of a political 
o.r:-ganisation, and through the organisation t~n int1uencing popular political 
behaviour. Their success can be measured in formal organisational terms. 
They were a small exclusive sect; only at a late stage in their development did 
they attempt co transform themsdves into a popular movement. The Black 
Consciousness movement from its start had a much larger constituency and 
because of the absence of an effective national political organisation worked 
through more informal channels of influence. Merely because its exponents 
and identifiable followers were relatively socially privileged and hence 
unrepresentative of the blaclc. community as a whole did not mean they were 
not popularly influential. The student advocates of Black Consciousness were 
to become school teachers, priests and journalists, and its basic themes were 
taken up in the popular press, in township cul rural events, and even, though at 
a later stage, in African consumer-oriented advertising. 

Existing academic discussions of Black Consciousness have consisted 
principally of intellectual appraisals of the ideas. These range from 
sympathetic expositions of their analytical logic' to scathing attacks, usually 
mounted from Marxist premises, on their sociological shallowness and internal 
inconsistencies. 3 What is lacking is a historical explanation of the emergence of 
the movement and a sociological investigation of the extent of its influence. 
Both of these are beyond the scope of this chapter. There are no schola~ly 
biographical studies of the leading figures in the movement, an essenual 
prerequisite for any understanding of why men like Steve Biko, Barney 
Pityana or Harry Nengwekulu developed intellectually when they did in the 
way they did. Any appreciation of the popular ~pact.of th~ir ideas sh?~d be 
informed by a detailed knowledge of the changUlg soc1olog1cal compos1t1on of 
the African population in the major urban centres during the 1960s. In 
J ohanne.sburg especially, the commercial centre of South Afric~, one of _the 
corollaries of economic expansion was the growth of an Afncan clerical 
workforce. Primary and secondary education had contributed to a sbarp~y 
rising growth in the number of people who were literate; this was reflected m 
the development of a tabloid mass circulation press - Johannesburg's black 
population by 1970 was supporting two daily newspapers. This is not. to 
suggest that the sixties was a decade of general prosperity - poverty datum line 
statistics indicate an unchanging degree of urban black penury - but rather 
that in contrast to the 1940s, there was a considerable enlargement in the size ?f 
an audience receptive to fairly complex political ideas. An indication of chis 
was the fashion in which the rhetoric of Black Consciousness washed over the 
boundaries of purely political concerns to infuse the patois of African 
petty-bourgeois culture with a fresh bitter assertiveness. Nowhere is this ~ore 
evident than in the township literary revival of the early seventies - especially 
in its poetry: 

Now I'm talking about this; 
'Shit' you hear an old woman say, 
Right there, squeezed in her little match-box 
With her fatness and gigantic life experience, 
Which makes her a child, 
'Cause the next day she's right there, ·;-;, 
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Right there serving tea to the woman 
Who's lying in bed at 10 a.m. sick with wealth 
Which she's prepared to give her life for ' 
'Rather than you marry my son or daughter.'8 

fca~emic dissection of the i.n~ellectual components of Black Consciousness Ms ad a tendency to underesum~ce the sheer emotional power of its message. 
ore acutely than any of thell' predecessors, Biko and his colleagues 

underStood the complexity of feelings engendered through subservience: 

Bue the t~~ of black man we have today has lost his manhood. Reduced 
to an obl~gmg she~, he_looks with awe at the white power structure .... 
In t_he pn vacy_ of his toile~ his face twists in silent condemnation of white 
:'°ciety but bng~tens up 1n sheepish obedience as he comes out hurrying 
in response to ?1s m~ster's impatient call . .. . His heart yearns for the 
comf~n of whi~e society and makes him blame himself for not having 
been educated enough to warrant such luxury.'o 

Of course i~ could be contended that the problems of self.identity and 
~ul~ur3:1 e~scuJauon were of relevance only to those who were most affected 

Y h white ~ult~al heg~mony, that the concerns of Black Consciousness were 
rat er precious m

1
}he l_1ght of the daily struggle for existence of working-class 

men and w~~en. This may h:3ve been the case but it scarcely diminishes the 
~?vement s importance. If its mfluence was limited to the urban intelligentsia 

18 ~ould have ~arante~d. its imprint on almost any African political 
~ssem_on of the t1me.:..-DmP,1ed to a basic set of catchphrases Black 

onsctousness perc~lated down to a much broader and socially amorphous 
group than Afncan tntellectuals. 

f The obvious philosophic contributions to Black Consciousness derived 
rom contemJ?Orar:t A~er~can theorists of Black Power, who with the 

srmewha~ earher_eXIstentta~st _3chool of francophone African writers were key 
~ ements tn sh~pmg the thinking of this new political generation. So too was 
J';nt~. Educauon and, conversely, the declining force of South African 
1 era ism. A more fundamental cause of the genesis of the new movement 

~o~~ver, w~s t~e s?cial development referred to above; the coming of age: 
espJte the mstitunons of apartheid, of a new African petty bourgeoisie. u 

b . 1:he re•emergence of black industrial and political resistance -which 
i:gan wuh the Durban ~trike n:iovem:nt of October 1972 must be understood 

. t~e context of the d~ficulnes whtch were beginning to be encountered 
~!thin th: South Afrt~an economy. Differences between the various 
Jnterpretauons of these d1!ficulti~s have flowed mainly from the question of 
wh~th:r they are endemic (or organic' or 'structural') to South African 
c~pn_ahsm, or, on the other hand, whether they are capable of being resolved 
Within the framework of capit~tist relations of production. The debate need 
~or concern us here: both. Marxms and non-Marxists (including apologists for 
/e syste~) appear _to be J.r,i agreement that in South Africa for the foreseeable 
ucure ~apnalism will survive though a rising rate of coercion will be needed lo 

cope wnb the accompanying political tensions. 13 · 

The elemems in this economic crisis reflect the pattern of t'.c.nnm ,;,. 
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